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The behavior of electrochemical cells when subjected to alternating electrical 
signals has been studied since the latter part of the 19th century (for a short review, 
see BREYER AND BAUER ) 1 *. Our understanding of the processes involved remains far 
from complete (e.g., the properties of solid electrodes with respect to frequency dis- 
persion) but it does seem to be generally true that a cell in which no faradaic process 
occurs (i.e., where there is no electron transfer across electrode-solution boundaries) 
can be satisfactorily represented electrically by series (on occasion, also parallel) 
combinations of capacitors and resistors over wide ranges of frequencies; on the other 
hand, a cell in which a faradaic process is taking place cannot be represented by any 
combination of conventional circuit elements”, whether passive (resistors, capacitors, 
inductors) or active (vacuum tubes, transistors) _ 

The electrolytic capacitor is an example of the use, as a practical circuit ele- 
ment, of a sort of electrochemical cell in which no faradaic process occurs; for many 
years, these eZectroZ~dics have been the only practical capacitors of high capacity 
obtainable in a useful physical size and at low cost. 

It is the purpose of this discussion to bring under consideration the possible 
merits, as circuit elements, of electrochemical cells in which faradaic processes do, or 
can be made to, occur; such elements may logically and conveniently be referred to 
as farL7daics. 

PROPERTIES OF F_4RAD_4ICS 

ThefactthatfaradaicsbehaveiT1awaythatc~otbesimulatedbycombining 

the conventional circuit elements, has, as one corollary, that the properties of faradaics 
when exposed to alternating signals differ in novel ways from the properties exhibited 
under non-periodic conditions. To take as examples the most widely known experi- 
mental situation, we may compare the form of a conventional polarogram and those 
of a.c.1 and second-harmonic3n4 a-c. polarograms (Fig. I). Under the influence of a 
direct voltage (bias) only, a faradaic typically displays a high resistance but with a 

* Throughout this article, no speciik references will be given for statements regarding observations 
or theories that have become generally accepted by workers in the field of alternating current 
polarography. Substantiation and details in such instances will be found in ref. I. 
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minimum at one particular bias, the value of this minimum resistance being deter- 
mined by the electrochemical system used. In the presence of a small a.l temating volt- 
age superposed on the bias voltage, a faradaic behaves as an electrolytic at bias voltages 
where no electrochemical reaction occurs, where electron transfer does take place, 
however, the impedance is lowered- it may be very drastically-to a value that is 
quite different from that of the minimum resistance to direct current shox%n at the 
same bias; the phase angle between the altematin g current and the alternating voltage 
is determined by the nature of the electrochemical reaction occurring and the fre- 
quency of the altematin g signals, and may take any value betlveen zero and n/2; 

rectification effects are observed (a direct component and higher harmonics are 
generated --z&G the second-harmonic polarogram) ; and the impedance of the faradaic 
may be negatives-‘. 
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Fig. I. Polaxograms illustraking electrical propertIes of faradaics. 

Fig. z. Electrical equivalent of electiochemical cell. 

Figure I represents schematically the characteristic of one sort of faradaic. 
Much information about particular values obtainable, the effects of parameters such 
as amplitude and frequency or; the alternating signal, and so on, can be gleaned from 
the literature‘devoted to the study of faradaic processes by means of alternating 
signals. In this literature, the; electrochemical cell is usually represented in the way 
shown in Fig. 2, where ZF is the element representing the electrochemical reaction, 
CDL is the (almost purely) capacitive element due to the electrical double-layer at the 
interphase boundary, and RX represents ohmic effects of electrolyte and electrodes. 
Faradaics behave as t&e whole circuit of Fig. 2, unless faradaic processes at more than 
one electrode are‘important, when elaboration would be necessary. This point is 

‘raised to make clear the considerations involved in the design of faradaics: at least 
three (largely) indep&dent‘factors (R X, CDL,ZJ?) need to-be taken into consideration. 
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I. Ohmic Yesistame 
The magnitude of RX depends on cell geometry and on the nature and activity 

of the electrolytes present: it may be so small as to be negligible for many purposes 

(say IO !A) and merely modifies whatever novel properties the faradaic may exhibit as 

a result of the nature of zF_ 

2. Dozcble-layer capacity 

The magnitude of C no also depends on cell geometry (in particular, size of the 
electrodes) and on the electrolytes present. The capacity/unit area of electrode is 
often of the order of z.o~Fjcm in aqueous solutions, but it is affected by the bras 

voltage and may be very sensitive to the presence of surfactants that need not them- 

selves be electrolytes_ There are three main points worth mentioning here: 

(a) The effect of surfactants in even small amount on the magnitude of CDL 

(and, even more, on that of 2~) makes important the control of purity of reagents when 
preparing faradaics. 

(b) In the presence of surfactants, CDL may vary with the bias to a remarkable 

extent (tensammetric waves8 and pseudo-capacity peaks associated with adsorption- 

desorption potentials)_ At some bias voltages, the electrical characteristics of cells in 
which adsorption-desorption, but not electron transfer, is occurring can be quite as 

unusual as with faradaics. Thus, another class of electrochemical circuit elements can 
be envisioned (te7zsn7nzl7zetrks). With these, an even greater discrepancy between 

resistance to direct current (high) and impedance to alternating current (low) is 
observed than with faradaics; phase relationships are different (e.g., HAYES AND 

33~~~~10) ; rectification effects are also observed1 l_ 
(c) Often, the magnitude of C DL can be made sufficiently small that it does 

not greatly shunt ZF and therefore need not greatly influence the behavior of the 
faradaic. 

3_ Electrochemical reaction--ZF 

(a) Magnitude of the impedance. Usually, the magnitude of the impedance, ZF, 

decreases in inverse proportion to the concentration of the electroactive species 

involved. It may be as low as a few ohms or even less, or so great that CDL becomes 

the determining impedance for the whole cell. In some systems the impedance can be a 
non-linear function12v13 of the concentration of the electroactive species. 

The impedance decreases with increasing frequency, as o-3- at lower frequencies 
and less rapidly at higher frequencies. The impedance is independent of amplitude of 
the signal at small amplitudes, but increases appreciably with amplitudes of tens of 
millivolts or morer4.15_ 

(b) Pke shift. With many systems, the phase shift is z-c/4 at low frequencies 

and decreases to zero as the frequency increases. Exceptions have been ascribed to 
particular conditions at the surface of the electrode (adsorptionr~, influence of double- 

layer structurel7), which may in fact produce a negative-impedance effectra. 
(c) Rectification. ZF displays rectifying properties: an alternating signal 

produces a direct component and higher harmonics. These effects are enormously 
influenced by the bias voltage (e.g., Fig. IC) and also depend on the nature of the sys- 

tem and on the frequency and amplitude of the signal. This type of rectification is 

fundamentally different from that observed with vacuum tubes and solid-state 
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devices, particularly in that it is of low efficiency- which might m some cases be 
advantageous. 

UTIIITY OF FARADAICS AND TEKSAMMETRICS 

Electrochemical cells have electrical properties that are novel and, conse- 

quently, circuits employing them as elements display unique behaviour. It would be 
foolish to attempt to forecast the whole range of Fossible applications of these ele- 
ments, beyond pointing out-as above -some of the electrical characteristics that 
make them unique, and indicating (see below-) some of the most obvious instances 
where faradaics offer possibilities that seem to be unique or unusually convenient. It 
is the authors’ main hope and intention, to interest in this field workers who are 
creatively concerned with electrical circuitry, by drawing attention to these possibili- 
ties and to the literature which contains detailed studies of the behavior of the pro- 
posed elements under a wide variety of conditions. 

If sufficiently interesting uses are found, practical considerations-purity of 
chemicals, stability under various environments, physical ruggedness and size-will 
not offer serious obstacles to the incorporation of faradaics and tensammetrics in 
electrical instrumentation. 

Some possible applications include : 

(I) Comstaaltt+zase-shift elements 

With an electrochemical process that is sufficiently fast, the phase shift is 
Z/-L+, independent of frequency over a range of frequencies_ This is characteristic of 
what G~AICIE termed2 the FVartirg impedance, an electrochemical reaction limited 
by diffusion of the electroactive species. Combination of a Warburg impedance and a 
resistor produces elements having frequency-independent phase shifts between n/4 
and zero. 

(2) Negutive-zkpedancs elements 

ZF can display behavior indicative of a negative impedance. Moreover, this 
phenomenon is probably explicable on the basis of contemporary theory7.1B so that 
the design of faradaics with specific negative-impedance properties can be attempted. 

A negative-impedance element is also, apparently, the firs-t type of faradaic to 
have been used in a practical electrical circuit: TANAMUSHI~ has shown that a circuit 
containing a negative-impedance faradaic, an inductor, and a source of direct voltage 
can prod-ace undamped sinusoidal signals. As pointed out by TA&MNUSHI, this is an 

electroche~ca2oscillatorthatconvertsdirectvoltageintoanaltematingsignalandis 

also-of -great interest as a new way of studying faradaic processes, with potential 
applications in biophysics_ 

(3) Voltage standards 

Electiochemical cells have long been used as sources of voltage of standard 
magnitude_ Use of the recti@ing properties of faradaic processes might sometimes be 
useful in this connection_ Thus, the bias voltage at which the higher harmonics vanish 
can jn some cases be located to asmall fraction of a millivolt, and this accuracy in no 
way depends on the-magnitude of the bias voltage_ 
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